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Media invitation

The Exceptional Care Odyssey Rolls
In to Cornwall on Saturday June 7 and
Mayor Bob Kilger and local Parliamentarians
roll out the red carpet
Join us for a free BBQ
Day 24 of a 66-day, 55 stop cross continent voyage
in a car dressed like a Shriner Fez
Cornwall, Ontario – Friday June 6, 2014: The Shriners Hospitals
for Children®–Canada has launched the Exceptional Care Odyssey a
coast-to-coast car trip in a Ford Explorer dressed like a Shriner’s Fez,
tassel and all. The goal of this voyage is to celebrate the construction
of the new Canada Shriners Hospital, which provides orthopedic care
to children from across Canada, the northeastern United States and
around the world. We are bone specialists treating infants, children
and teens for conditions like scoliosis, brittle bone disease, club feet
and hip dysplasia.
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Hospital
1529 Cedar Avenue
Montreal, Quebec H3G 1A6
Main: 1-800-361-7256
Direct: 514-282-6990
Fax: 514-842-7553

Another goal of the Odyssey is to recognize the hardworking
members of the Shriners fraternity who founded the hospital in 1925.
We would like to publically acknowledging their assistance with
transportation for patients and families and their volunteer efforts on
the hospital board. It also gives us a chance to thank them for their
contributions to the ongoing Exceptional Care for Exceptional Kids
Capital Campaign by publicly recognizing each club’s
donation. Without their fundraising efforts the new hospital would
be a dream rather than a reality.
It’s summer (nearly) and the living is easy. Join members of the
Karnak Shrine Centre and members of the Shriners Hospital for
Children-Canada for a free BBQ by the water. The kids can put
together and take home a toy in the Mega Bloks play area. Come
enjoy a burger and slap a bumper sticker on the Fez Mobile.
DAY 24:
EVENT:
START TIME:
LOCATION:
FOR INFO:

Cornwall, Ontario
Free Community BBQ
Saturday June 7 from noon to 4 p.m.
R C A F Association Wing 424 - 240 Water W
(613) 932-5334

Thank you to our sponsors
The Exceptional Care Odyssey, which is made possible thanks to the
support of the Shrine Fraternity, Cam Clark Ford, MEGA Brands and
the Air Canada Foundation, was launched on May 13. A red Ford
Explorer decorated like a Shriner's Fez, tassel and all, left from
Shriners Hospital for Children-Canada it travelling from Atlantic

Help us build the new
Canada Shriners Hospital
www.exceptionalcare4kids.com
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Canada to the north eastern United States, eastern Canada and all the
way to British Columbia where the voyage culminates in Victoria in
mid-July. Altogether the Odyssey will cover over 17-thousand
kilometers on its 66-day, 55 stop journey.
For more information about the construction of the new Canada
Shriners Hospital or the Exceptional Care Odyssey go
www.exceptionalcare4kids.com.
You can also follow the Odyssey at :
facebook.com/ShrinersHospitalsforChildrenCanada or
twitter.com/ShrinersCanada.
For more information :
Lisa Dutton
ldutton@shrinenet.org
C : 514-264-6514

Emmanuelle Rondeau
Erondeau@shrinenet.org
C: 514-207-1057
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